To Attn. of FIAS President
V.Shestakov
Mr.President,
You came to power in FIAS on the wave of rumours of Your close friendship with
the leader of Russia Mr. Vladimir Putin. You took a commitment and promised to
provide for SAMBO development annual financial assistance of 10 million U.S.
Dollars. The people believed and voted for You. However, Your “close friend”
during all these years did not even meet with You nor did he even attend the event,
which was organized in his honor!
Due to Your three-year of frankly distractive activity it becomes apparent that
there are prospects of side-lining SAMBO to the periphery of the International
sporting life. We now have zero chance of full entry into the Olympic family. All
the goodwill and reputation which has been accumulated for 70 years, is now
discredited and destroyed by people like You.
You constantly lie on the prospects of SAMBO misleading unprepared audience
and insult the feelings of those who dedicated their lives for SAMBO! Speculating
with the term "Russian sport", You do not care about SAMBO; for You and Your
cronies SAMBO is a mechanism for personal enrichment. SAMBO is a Soviet
sport! It was born in the Soviet Union! SAMBO has absolutely equal relationship
to Georgians, Uzbeks, Armenians, Kazakhs and many others. Should I remind You
that there are CHIDAOBA, KURASH, Koch and many others?
You are a head of the International sport organization and yet you seem to have
forgotten everything about the legality. Perhaps You deliberately started to destroy
FIAS? You are being assisted by notorious body of “advisors”, who famously get
down to business while violating the Statute of FIAS, I'm not speaking about your
conscience as it is in a deep hibernation: why not to sabotage using the funds of
FIAS?
One of Your advisors-Mr. M.Tihomirov, ex-President of FIAS, impeached before
the end of his official term now works for you destroying SAMBO in PanAmerica. He executed Your orders and brought unknown Mr. Juan Pablo Melo
from Argentina, whom I personally respect a lot, but I understand that You have
drawn him into your intrigues. You are trying to remain in shadows and do
everything by someone else’s hands. This is because you are pathological
COWARD! As for Tihomirov, all I can say is that his professional reputation is
destroyed therefore he is not fit to carry the titles of Advisor and Honorary
President of FIAS, affiliation with him is direct insult to these posts.

Another advisor of Yours, A.Moshanov, is a big "expert" on the countries of the
British Commonwealth. Having failed with India, Pakistan, Malaysia and
Singapore, he is now focused on Greater and Lesser Antilles trying to create fake
federations at the expense of FIAS funds. He-wrote the letters to the president of
Federation of Trinidad and Tobago for the president to subsequently defame such
prominent SAMBO activists as David Rudman and Martin Clark. It is purely
Shestakov’s style: to do dirty laundry with someone else’s hands.
Speaking of Your cowardice, I remind You how You behaved last year, and
praised the illegal action in Uralsk, framing the heads of the Kazakh and Tajik
SAMBO. Having faced my indignation and resolute position of the twenty Asian
federations, You quickly distanced yourself but, as it turned out, only for 1 year.
You, a member of the State Duma of the Russian Federation and a lawyer, cause
utter destruction, discredit FIAS Statute, undermine the Asian federations, using
the services of the Korean crook who was expelled by the AFS three years ago!
You are not even embarrassed by the glaring fact that this man, Moon Cheong
Keum, was found guilty and convicted in 2011 by the Seoul court for falsification
and usage of an official document of the National Olympic Committee of Korea
issued to him for onward transmission to the ASF and FIAS! And You talk about
the Law? You Yourself have tried to push through fake Statute! In civilized
countries, the Heads of the States and Governments would have resigned after all
these crimes, but You still continue to engage in theft and lawlessness, and even
slander! On January 27, 2013 You came to Kazakhstan and expressed Your
support to this group of irresponsible people! Naturally, You will support them;You organized it all, but again, being a COWARD, You try to do everything with
someone else's hands!
How "brave" of you! You called riot police to Your own office to kick out a
defenseless woman and remove all the papers? Bravo! Soviet SAMBO athletes
regardless of nationality, courageously defended Moscow, Leningrad and other
cities from the Nazis, and You are fighting with the woman with the help of riot
police!
Analyzing Your steps taken since 2009, I want to ask, have you not stolen enough?
You are still hungry? Stolen money not enough for You? When will you tire of
channeling the Russian taxpayers’ money into your pockets? I find particularly
cynical Your scheme with the sub-contractor «Helios». Should I remind You, on
which islands the funds in the amount of $1 million were transferred? For those
who are unaware I can clarify that we paid $1M for approximately 100 A4 sheets
print outs from the web page which were sent as official documents to the IOC for

provisional recognition! Your incompetent assistants did not even read on what is
written in this application! They probably got their kick-backs too?
Mr. President, I have analyzed this application and concluded that You simply
channeled the money off-shore and then cashed them out there! Your application
for the admission, sent to the IOC Sports Director Mr.Christophe Dubi is a
demonstration of profanity and incompetence of Your employees. It is, in fact, a
money laundering scheme orchestrated by You. It is not even a matter of theft or
amount of money stolen. We are all outraged by the fact that at your hands
SAMBO suffers! You cause huge damage to the credibility of SAMBO!
I can also remind you of a fraud with the Bank “VTB” for $2 million? You have
framed Mrs.S.Eregina, Executive Director of "Yawara M". Firstly, You got rid of
Ms.I.Zhalina with the help of riot police and Eregina was tricked into signing the
contract! How do You explain to the Russian taxpayers that the kids club "Yawara
M" owned by You personally, the member of State Duma took a commitment to
provide the entire international SAMBO platform to promote and advertise
VTB??? What a brave President You are!!! Fighting with women and framing
them is a task that requires uncommon courage!
Thanks to You, combat SAMBO was excluded from the games of "Sport Accord",
to be held in St. Petersburg! On March 31 the membership of FIAS in "Sport
Accord" may be suspended. This is a sad but real prospect! Your slogans about the
Olympics irritate those who dedicated years to SAMBO. You are a laughing stock
among the new countries (particularly Asian). Your report at the FIAS Congress in
Minsk amused my colleagues from Asia, who have years of experience in Martial
Arts. You think that You are surrounded by idiots, don’t You? You are destroying
the years of meticulous work.
I can confirm that I am well familiar with sentiments in Russian SAMBO
community: the prevailing mood is for Real Change! With Your actions You
undermine faith in the Russian SAMBO. Russia, as a prime SAMBO power should
act like a locomotive for all efforts including the efforts which lead to our ultimate
goal, inclusion SAMBO in to the Olympic Games.
How will You look into the eyes of Your “close friend”, the Head of the Russian
State, if he finds out about the failures of FIAS to join the Olympics??? Until now,
Russia – a sports Power does have any kind of Russian sport in the Olympic
Program! Russia, a part of the USSR, gave us great athletes: L. Yashin, A.Karelin,
Irina Rodnina, V. Fetisov, A.Lavrov, R.Smetanina, T.Kazankina, A. Popov, V.
Tretyak, V. Salnikov and many others! SAMBO rightfully should have been in the

Olympics, but “thanks” to You, Vasily Shestakov, SAMBO is not let even close to
becoming the Olympic sport!
Dear colleagues! Let’s have no illusions about the current FIAS President!
Shestakov has no consideration for morality, legality, and SAMBO as a whole! He
is a slave of his greed, of his incurable habit to steal, lie, intrigue and frame other
people. Please follow the example of the Asian Federations and express the vote of
distrust to the President V.Shestakov!
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